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Abstract 
Insider threat becomes a more and more serious problem to organizations. Identify theft is a common attack 
method among various attack methods from insider. And it is very hard to detection since the attacker acts as a 
legal identity. Existing researches focus on Human Computer Interaction (HCI) behavior such as keystroke 
dynamics or mouse dynamics to detection this kind of attack. Based on an obvious observable that different 
applications show different HCI behavioral patterns (rich-key-operations or rich-mice-operations), we 
demonstrate that single authentication method is not efficient always in full time work period. In this paper, we 
provide an ensemble re-authentication approach to detection identify theft in real time, which combine the 
classification of keystroke-classifier and mice-classifier to determine whether the current operations is 
produced by the real legitimate user or not. Our experiment proves this new approach is efficient and can 
provide consistent detection ability with  high accuracy. 
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1. Introduction  
Beyond external attacks, organizations face the continual possibility of insider attacks. The famous case 
comes from WikiLeaks which, in July 25. 2010, released a document set called the Afghan War Diary  that 
includes over 91,000 reports covering the war in Afghanistan from 2004 to 2010[1]. After investigation, 
Bradley Manning  an United State Army soldier  was accused of leakage of hundreds and thousands of top-
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secret documents while he served as an Army intelligence analyst. This event had drawn attention of 
governments and researchers to this problem named Insider Threats . 
In the information security community of scholars, insider threats means the authorized user intentionally 
misused their authorized access in a manner that negatively affected the confidentiality, integrity or availability 
of the organization s information or information system [2]. The common insider attacks include theft of 
intellectual property,  IT sabotage, fraud and espionage. 
Masquerader is one typical malicious insider. They enter the information system or personal computer to 
steal sensitive data through identity theft. Primarily masquerader get victim s legal privilege by other manners. 
One most common scenario is that the legal user leaves for dinner without locking his computer, and then one 
of his colleagues enters his computer with the owner s access privilege to steal confidential business documents 
or personal privacy information. Masquerader can also get user s account information of information system 
through social engineering methods such as phishing website, spams etc. Once inside masqueraders enter the 
information system or victim s personal computer, most security mechanisms such as access control policy, 
firewall, intrusion detection system will lose their utilities and cannot intercept the following malicious user s 
illegal activities. 
Some researchers shifted their focus to detection of identity theft by monitoring the Human-computer 
interaction (HCI) behavior of current user. Any deviation from original user s behavior biometric was treated 
as a suspicious event. Human-computer interaction (HCI) behavior biometrics has been frequently used to 
build continuous identify-classifiers by researchers. HCI-biometrics consists of human interaction with input 
devices such as keyboard and mice which rely on unique and stable muscle actions. Keystroke features are 
based on time durations between the keystrokes, inter-key strokes and dwell times, which is the time a key is 
pressed down, overall typing speed, frequency of errors (use of backspace), use of numpad, order in which user 
presses shift key to get capital letters and possibly the force with which keys are hit for specially equipped 
keyboards [3][4]. Mouse actions of interest include general movement, drag and drop, point and click, and 
stillness. From those a set of features can be extracted for example average speed against the distance traveled, 
and average speed against the movement direction [5] [6].  
Some existed approaches based monitoring on keystroke or mice behaviors declaimed high accuracy rate. 
Experiment of Monrose et al [7] for keystroke authentication get 4.4% of false negative and 1.0% of  false 
positive. Pusara et al.  [8] design a re-authentication approach based via mouse movement, in their experiment 
they also declaimed 0.43% of average false positive  and 1.75% of average false negative. The accuracy of 
these approach is very good to support detection of identity theft.  
Although the methods descripted above declaimed a high accuracy rate, but in practice environments, they 
all existed a serious problem. These approaches were using real time behavior to do re-authentication, but they 
could not provide a continuous and full time re-authentication ability. The key observable is that different 
applications show different HCI behavioral patterns, for example Microsoft Office Word  is a rich-key-
operations application but Google Chrome Browser  or  explore.exe  are rich-mice-operations applications. 
Re-authentication tools based single approach will get a nice result under one kind of application  but lose their 
availability under other applications. For example, a re-authentication via mouse movement is inefficient for 
some applications, such as the attacker may attack the target information system in shell or window s CMD 
environment, the attacker produced few mice events to escape the re-authentication mechanism.  
In this paper, we provide a continuous ensemble re-authentication approach to detect identify theft. Our 
approach includes three parts. Firstly, we propose a new idea to discriminate various applications. Through 
analysis of behavior patterns in which the user usually interact with the application, we calculate the 
application s Interaction_P value to indicate that whether the user prefer to keyboard-operations or mice 
operations to interact with the software. And then we design two meticulous classifiers that are key classifier 
and mice-classifier. In the following chapters we provide a combination approach based on Interaction_P to 
determine the label of current user s behavior. The main features of our ensemble re-authentication are: 
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 A Continuous and full time re-authentication tool.  
 Consistent and high accuracy of re-authentication. 
The following sections are organized as this: Section 2 introduces the concepts and research progress about 
ensemble learning approaches. Section 3 gives out our method of setting-up the continuous ensemble re-
authentication. Section 4 describes our designment of experiment and then we analyze the result of tests 
compared with previous approaches, and then conclude the paper and provide future work in section 5. 
2. Ensemble Learning  
The purpose of supervised learning is to classify data points into a set of different classes. In a typical 
supervised learning environment, a set of data points also referred to as training set is given. The label of 
instance in the training set is known and the goal is to set up a model to give a label to the new data point. This 
model also is called as a classifier. The main idea of the ensemble learning is to weigh several individual 
classifiers, and combine them in order to obtain a classifier that outperforms every one of them. 
An Ensemble Learning usually includes 4 parts descripted as following: 
 Data Manipulator: Data Manipulator chooses proper data point from the training set for every base classifier. 
Most frequently, data points are presented as an attribute-value vectors and labels such as A= {1, a1, a2, , 
an}. 
 Base Classifier: Base classifier is induced from training set and represents the generalized relationship 
between the input attributes and target label. 
 Diversity Generator: This component decides the type of every base classifier.  
 Combiner: The combiner is responsible for combine all classification results of the various base classifiers 
into a decision. 
Fig. 1. Model-guided instance selection with dotted line; Independent model without dotted line; 
2.1. Dependent and independent model 
According the relationship between base classifiers, ensemble framework can be divided into two kinds of 
model which are dependent models and independent models. In dependent model, the output of last base 
Ensemble Classifier Unlabeled data point Predicted Labels 
Training Set 
Data Manipulator Data Manipulator Data Manipulator 
DataSet 1 
Classifier 1 
DataSet 2 
Classifier 2 
DataSet n 
Classifier n 
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classifier is used in the construction of the next classifier. Alternatively, each base classifier can be constructed 
and their output are directly used to combine into the final decision. 
 Dependent model: In this model, there are two main approaches that include incremental batch learning and 
model-guided instance selection. In first method the output produced by last classifier is given as prior 
knowledge to the coming building classifier. Model-guided instance selection use the previous classifier for 
manipulating the training set for the building of  the following classifier. AdaBoost [9] is the typical 
algorithm of model-guided instance selection.  
 Independent Model: In this method, the original training set is divided into several datasets from which 
several base classifiers are trained. When testing, every base classifier s result has been feed into a 
combination procedure to output the final classification. This model can improve the predictive power of 
classifiers or lower the total executing time since every classifier can be run parallelly. Bagging[10] is the 
most well-known algorithm in this kind model. Independent model is chosen in our approach. 
2.2. Combination methods 
In independent model, a combining procedure is necessary. Majority voting is a simple combination 
methods and has frequently been used in many practice problem. Majority voting can be written 
mathematically as:  
PD[DUJ
N
NN F[\J[ODEHO  (1) 
Where yk(x) is the classification of the k th classifier and g(y,c) is an indicator function defined as: 
F\
F\F\J

   (2) 
Other combination approaches such as Bayesian combination [11], performance weighting[12], entropy 
weighting and Density-based weighting also be used in different scenarios. We don t introduce those 
approaches since they are not used in our system, readers can get details about them through the bibliography. 
3. Real Time Ensemble Authentication Approach 
In the section1, we have realized that the re-authentication approach based on single type of behavior cannot 
provide consistent and accurate re-authentication for various applications. For example, keystroke-based 
authentication approach can get good accuracy for WORD, but a decreasing accuracy rate for browser 
environment. The similar problem also exists in mice-based authentication approach. Our goal is to provide a 
real time authentication tools with consistent high accuracy rate for various application environment.   
We design an ensemble classifier to handle this problem. Firstly we classify various applications by their 
HCI behavior patterns. We define a new property Interaction_P to depict the degree of this difference. Then we 
design two meticulous classifier that used a lot number of features to train keystroke classifier and mice 
classifier. Finally, based on the Interaction_P, we design a combination approach and get our ensemble 
classifier. 
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Key-Vector Mice-Vector Key-Transfer Mice-Move Mice-Click 
KC-Classifier KT-Classifier MM-Classifier MC-Classifier 
Ensemble-Classifier 
Key-Click 
Fig. 2. System Architecture of Ensemble Re-Authentication ; 
3.1. Interaction property of applications 
Firstly we want to introduce a variable to depict the difference between HCI behavior patterns of different 
application or software. Empirically, we known some applications such as Microsoft Office Word, Windows 
CMD Process, and some programming s integrated development environment which includes source insight, 
Microsoft Visual Studio 200X etc., belong to applications of rich-keystroke operations. Otherwise, other 
applications such as game clients such as starcraft, warstar and other browsers or CAD tools are typical 
applications of rich-mice operations. There also exist some applications which need both two kinds of 
operations. 
To depict the degree of preference on the two kinds of operations in which the user interact with one 
application, we define a new property of application, named as Interaction_P. The value range of Interaction_P 
is [0, 1], The smaller the value, the more rich key-operations the application. On the contrary, the more close to 
1, the more rich mice-operations the application.  
In order to determine the value of Interaction_P accurately, we count the numbers of key-operations and 
mice-operations separately for the application in a fix time windows. And then we calculate it as following: 
`B^`B^B
BBB
HYHQWVNH\VWURNHHYHQWVPLFHSHYHQWVDOO
HYHQWVDOOFRXQWHYHQWVPLFHFRXQWS3Q,QWHUDFWLR
 (3) 
You will see how we use this property in our ensemble approach in the following sections. 
3.2. Keystroke classifier and mice classifier 
Keystroke-classifier: Keystroke-classifier registers a hook function in OS and capture keystroke events. Here 
we define seven kinds of key shown in table 1 that include KS_NUM, KS_ALPHA, KS_SHIFT, KS_CTRL, 
KS_FUN, KS_DIR, and KS_OTHER etc. All key events are grouped into two type records and then we 
construct two classifiers separately. The first kind of matrix is click-events matrix which records the count of 
clicks and average time interval for every kind of keys. The second array is a transfer matrix which records the 
count and average time interval from one kind of keys to another kind of keys. For example, the time interval 
you hit a number-key 9  after hitting an alpha-key o . The first array has 14 dimensionalities and the second 
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has 7*7*2=78 dimensionalities. We collect the original keystroke and mice events and then transform these 
events within a specific time window into one record.  
Table 1. Category of Keys and Key events; Category of keys includes KS_NUM(Number keys such as 0,1,2 ), KS_ALPHA(Alphabet 
keys such as a,b,c ), KS_SHIFT (Shift+num, or sign or alpha), KS_CTRL(Control keys include Ctrl and Alt and Win), KS_FUN(Fn keys 
include F1,F2, ), KS_DIR(Direct keys include ->,<- ), KS_OTHER(Other keys such as Tab, CapsLk, Enter ). Click Matrix records 
the click count and median duration of clicking of every kind of keys. Transfer Matrix records the transfer count and median duration of 
every key-transferring. 
Kinds of Key Click Matrix Transfer Matrix 
KS_NUM  
 
count duration KS_NUM 
(count, duration) 
KS_ALPHA 
(count, duration) 
 KS_OTHER 
(count, duration) 
KS_ALPHA  count duration KS_NUM KS_ALPHA  KS_OTHER 
KS_SHIFT  count duration KS_NUM KS_ALPHA  KS_OTHER 
KS_CTRL  count duration KS_NUM KS_ALPHA  KS_OTHER 
KS_FUN count duration KS_NUM KS_ALPHA  KS_OTHER 
KS_DIR count duration KS_NUM KS_ALPHA  KS_OTHER 
KS_OTHER count duration KS_NUM KS_ALPHA  KS_OTHER 
We denote the record as RK(f1,f2, fm, fn), m=14 and n = 14+78= 92. T is the fix time window which is 
changeable before the monitor run. Detection of Identify theft is a one-class classification problem, the 
classifier just should tell out whether the current record is produced from the normal users. We choose libsvm[] 
as our machine learning algorithm and use C(KC) and C(KT) to denote the two classifier. 
Mice-Classifier: Mice-Classifier also captures various events related with mouse device, such as mouse 
moving(MS_MOV), left click(MS_LCLICK), right click(MS_RCLICK), double clicks(MS_DCLICK), 
dragging(MS_DRAG) etc. We divide the direction of mouse move into eight directions and then record down 
the mean value and variance of distance and speed of mouse move in every direction. We also calculate the 
speed and time of MS_LCLICK, MS_RCLICK, MS_DCLICK, and MS_DRAG. We denote the mice record as 
Table 2.  Category of mice event and value; Category of mice includes MS_DIR, MS_DRAG, MS_LCLICK, MS_RCLICK, MS_DCLICK. 
For every event, we calculate the distance, speed or time separately. 
Kinds of mice events Distance Speed Time 
MS_DIR_0 Y Y N 
MS_DIR_1 Y Y N 
 Y Y N 
MS_DIR_7 Y Y N 
MS_DRAG Y Y N 
MS_LCLICK N N Y 
MS_RCLICK N N Y 
MS_DCLICK N N Y 
RM(f1,f2, fm,...fn), n=8*2=16 and m= 8+4*2=24. Be same as Keystroke-Classifier, Mice-Classifier s time 
window is also T and choose libsvm as the classifier tool. We use C(MM) and C(MC)to denote the two 
classifier based on mice move events and mice click events separately. 
3.3. Ensemble method 
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In our approach, a variant of majority voting is used to combine the classification of C(RK)and C(RM). A 
weight w is introduced into the formula as following: 


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 (4) 
C(KC) C(KT), C(MM) and C(MC) will return 0 if the current record R={RK, RM} is classified as 
normal,1 on the otherwise. As section 3.1 describing, interaction property value of applications and software is 
used to determine the value of w. Here we let w = Interaction_P  simply and 
 ZDQGZ . 
4. Experiment and Evaluation 
4.1. Setup and dataset of experiment 
We design a software named KM_monitor to collect keyboard events and mice events. KM_monitor can 
capture mousemove, LButtondown, LButtonup, Key_x_down, Key_x_up etc. through registering hook 
functions by calling Windows API  SetWindowsHookEx.  And then those events within the fixed time window 
T are calculated and transform into one behavior record. 
We collect behavior record set for three kinds of applications from two users. Every kind of record set last 
one hour. And then we constructed two training set for keystroke-classifier and mice-classifier separately. 
Every training  set consist of 50% key dataset of user1 that include 50% data records from three different 
applications. of  The dataset s detail is showed as following table 3: 
Table 3. Dataset details and Interaction_P s value. The numerical values within parenthesis is the regularization of original values. And 
Interaction_P is calculated using the numerical values within parenthesis. 
Applications 
User1 
Interaction_P 
Key Mice 
Microsoft WORD 11150 (74.97) 61544 (12.47) 0.86 
Google Chrome 336 (2.25) 136059 (27.56) 0.08 
GAME 3388 (22.78) 296010 (59.97) 0.28 
4.2. Results of experiment 
Figure3 give the result of our experiment. Every test dataset is constituted with  the other data beyond the 
training set from both users. From Fig3, the red line presents the results of ensemble-classifier, and it can 
achieve better or same accuracy rate, compared with the four single classifiers. The result also confirms our 
assumption, keystroke classifier and mice classifier are sensitive for different application with different 
interaction-pattern. Such as KB_Transfer classifier which uses the transfer duration between different keys as 
feature vector to train classifier, gives a very poor result on Game dataset. But Mouse click classifier can 
achieve high accuracy rate on Game dataset. 
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Fig. 3.Results of single classifiers vs ensemble classifier;
5. Conclusion and Discussion
The purpose of this research is to detect identify theft in a full time manner with consistent and high
accuracy. For this purpose, we combine keystroke-classifier and mice-classifier to an ensemble classifier to
classify the current user s interaction behavior. We use SVM classification in our keystroke and mice classifier 
based on a lot number of features. The combination-weight for different applications is decided by statistics of 
key and mice events in current application. Our experiment show that our approach achieved the expected
result.
There also are some limits of our approach. One of these is about simplicity of our ensemble classifier. We
use two classifiers to cover the two kinds of different interaction manner with applications. In fact, we found
there are so many features considered in single classifier , we also can divide them into multi-feature group and
design multi-classifiers to improve the efficiency. Such as in our mice classifier, mouse movement and mouse 
click-related is different, they can be used for designment of classifier separately and also be used for ensemble
classifier to improve the accuracy. The second limitation is related with the calculation of Interaction_P. The
value calculated in a fixed time window maybe not  describe the typical interaction pattern of applications.  
More expert knowledge should be taken into consideration. Our future work will focus on the two facts.
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